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This study seeks to develop and evaluate a program of self-

instructional drill materials for improving the ability of students

to detect pitch errors in choral singing. The specific purposes of

the study are as follows: (1) To develop and validate a visual-

aural test for pitch-error detection; (2) to develop a visual-aural,

self-instructional program for improving the ability of students to

detect pitch errors; and (3) To determine whether the program of

self-instructional drill materials modifies the ability to detect

pitch errors.

In the first phase of this three-phase study, a body of

testing materials was assembled, pilot-tested, edited, and judged

reliable for use. In Phase II a body of self-instructional,

programmed drill materials was assembled, pilot-tested, corrected,

and judged ready for evaluation. In Phase III the procedures were

as follows: (1) the subjects for whom the program was intended

were administered a pretest of their pitch-error detection ability;

(2) one group (A) participated in the programmed drill materials

developed, while the other group (B) used no programmed materials; (3)

both groups were administered a midtest to determine whether there was

any change; (4) the latter group (B) participated in the programed

drill materials developed, while the first group (A) no longer used
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Sprowa:med materials; (5) students in both groups were adminis-

tered a posttest to deterine the effectiveness of the programmed

drill materials in developing the ability to detect pitch errors

while reading the vocal score.

The following results are based upon the statistical procedures:

Analysis I: An analysis of covariance yielded a non-significant

F-value for the raagnitude of change between Group A and Group B from

the pretest to the midtest administrations of the Pitch-Error

Qetet~ion Test.

Anrysis TI: An analysis of covariance yielded a non-significant

F-value for the magnitude of change between Group A and Group B from

th.e midtest to the posttest administrations of the Pitch-Error

Dee Ct"1 ,-n'T e st

Analysis III: An analysis of covariance yielded a non-significant

7-value for the magttude of change which the Pitch-Error Detection

Test measured between the pretest and midtest scores of Group A as

compared with the meidtest and posttest scores of Group B.

Analysis IV: An analysis of covariance yielded a non-significant

F-value for the magnitude of change in the scores of Group A and

Group B from the pretest to the posttest administrations of the

~ztch-Error Detection Test.

The conclusions of this study are as follows:

. Pitch-error detection ability as measured by the Pitch-Error

_--econ Tmes; can be taught effectively to student choral conductors

by pro-azzed instruction utilizing visual-aural materials.
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2. :itch-error detection ability as measured by the PItch-ErrZ

Detec t eon Tst is a co:Tpetency that can be irrproved during the f rst-

year or second-year choral conducting class.

3. T e total ragaitude of change for both groups of first-year

and second-year choral conducting students indicated that the groups

t:proved their pitch-error detection' ability almost* identically.

C #-
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Choral-conducting majors need numerous skills in order to be

qualified directors of choirs. Undergraduate music students

receive an introduction to most of these skills during the first

two years of the basic music curriculum. Certain of these skills,

such as sight singing, choral conducting, vocal production, and

functional piano, represent learning tasks that must be accomplished

individually. These skills are difficult because they must be

visually and aurally coordinated.

Aural and visual score-reading ability is not always touched

upon, because of the massive curriculum requirements of choral-music

majors. Schools of music generally expect that the ability to detect

pitch errors in multiple-part choral music will somehow develop

through the association with so many basic music-theory skills plus

the professional conducting experience. A number of the proficiencies

might be taught by programmed methods, however, thus enriching choral-

conducting classes and preparing students for future requirements.

Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was the development and evaluation of

a program of self-instructional drill materials designed to improve

student ability to detect pitch errors in choral singing.

1
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Purposes of the Study

The purposes of the study were as follows:

1. To develop and validate a test for visual-aural pitch-

error detection.

2. To develop a visual-aural, self-instructional program

for improving pitch-error detection ability.

3. To determine whether any modification in pitch-error

detecting ability occurred as a result of that program of self-

instructional drill materials.

Hypotheses

Two college choral-conducting classes were classified as

Group A (experimental, then control group) and Group B (control,

then experimental group), and the following conditions were

observed:

a. A test of pitch-error detection ability, the Pitch-Error

Detection Test, was administered to the combined groups three times,

with three-week intervals separating the second and third adminis-

trations after the pretest;

b. Between Test I and Test II, members of Group A completed

during out-of-class hours a self-instructional program designed to

improve pitch-error detection ability;

c. Between Test II and Test III, the members of Group B

completed during out-of-class hours the same self-instructional

program.
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Then the following hypotheses were posed:

1. Students in Group A would show a significant mean gain in per-

formance on the Pitch-Error Detection Test from Test I to Test 
II.

2. Students in Group B would show no significant gain from Test

I to Test II.

3. Students in Group B would show a significant mean gain in per-

formance on the Pitch-Error Detection Test from Test II to Test III.

4. Students in Group A would show no significant gain from Test

II to Test III.

5. No significant difference would be found between the mean gairs

made by Group A between Tests I and II and those made by Group B between

TestsIl and III.

6. No significant difference would be found between the mean gains

made by Group A between Tests I and III and those made by Group B betweEi

Tests I and III.

Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this study, the following definitions are used:

1. Score-reading ability is defined as the competency to identify

notational symbols in the choral-music score.

2. Pitch-error detection ability is defined as the competency to

detect and identify specific pitch errors in a choral-music score as

it is performed on prepared tapes.

3. Vocal score is the music notation or markings showing 
all the

vocal parts on separate staves.

4. Pitch is the location of a musical sound in the tonal scale.



5. Self-instructional drill materials are the practice tapes

and scores that are components of a self-instructional program

developed for and used in the study.

6. Self-instructional program refers to an organized set of

tapes and related vocal scores which provide and support a sequence

of tasks presented to the learner. These tapes provide immediate

feedback and reinforcement of correct responses.

7. Intonation refers to the accurate placement of pitches on

a scale system of equal temperament.

8. Skill is a type of ability which can be executed with

precision and economy when needed.

9. Multiple-part choral music is defined as music requiring

the simultaneous use of two or more voices singing two or more

individual parts. Multiple-part choral music pertains only to

three-, four-, and five-part choral music.

10. Mixed-vocal ensemble refers to a group of twelve mature

male and female voices including three sopranos, three altos,

three tenors, and three basses.

11. Interval is defined as the distance in pitch between two

tones or notes on the staff.

Assuptions

1. It was assumed that instrumental accompaniment of any type

would complicate the process of pitch-error detection. Therefore,

in order to hold the vocal media constant without any interference,

no examples used instrumental accompaniment.

41 -L-
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2. It was assumed that, when choral conductors became pro-

ficient in three-, four-, and five-part choral pitch-error

detection ability, it would then be possible to apply this skill

to other cobinations of parts.

3. It was assumed that the nine experienced high-school

choral directors from the Dallas, Texas, and surrounding area

schools who were chosen as the jury to select typical high school

pitch errors in multiple-part choral music were representative of

the general population of experienced high-school directors.

4. It was assumed that the three members of the North Texas

State University School of Music choral faculty who were selected

as a jury to validate the test and program tapes as to clarity and

correctness were representative of qualified and experienced choral

directors in other colleges and universities.

Design of the Study

The study was designed in three phases. In Phase I a body of

testing materials was assembled, pilot-tested, edited, and judged

reliable for use. In Phase II a body of self-instructional,

programmed drill materials was assembled, pilot-tested, corrected,

and judged ready for evaluation. In Phase III the procedures were

as follows: (1) the subjects for whom the program was intended

were administered a pretest of their pitch-error detection ability;

(2) one group (A) participated in the programmed drill materials

developed, while the other group (B) used no programed materials;

(3) both groups were administered a midtest to determine whether

there was any change; (4) the latter group (B) participated in the
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programmed drill materials developed, while the first 
group (A) no

longer used the programmed materials; (5) students in both groups

were administered a posttest to determine the effectiveness 
of

the programmed drill materials in developing 
the ability to detect

pitch errors while reading the vocal score.

Organization of the Report

This report has five major sections. Chapter One has intro-

duced the problem and design of the study. Chapter Two deals with

the background and significance of the study and discusses related

research. Chapter Three explains the methods and procedures used

in collecting the necessary data, while Chapter Four contains an

analysis of the data and the results. The final chapter gives a

summary of the study, conclusions, and suggestions for further

research in this area.



CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH

The use of programmed tests is now an established educational

technique. In recognition of the fact that there are so many facets

to programmed learning, this chapter will be divided into three

section. The first section will include background material and

types of systems which are now being used. The second section will

include literature and research in education and music education

which suggest ways of applying programed learning to the field of

music. The final section focuses more directly upon the related

research pertaining to pitch-error detection and its development.

Background Materials

Only within the last ten to fifteen years has programed in-

struction or programed learning been accepted as a valuable asset

to education. Though the adoption of programed instruction is not

universal, educators have recognized these applied principles of

learning as being founded on well-established theories of learning.

Programmed instruction originated with Edward L. Thorndike

around 1900 with his "law of effect ."

This states that learning which is accompanied by satis-
faction on the part of the student is likely to be more
permanent than learning which is accompanied by frus-
tration or dissatisfaction. In the human learning
situation, pleasure which stems from a successful action
is comparable to the titbitwith which a performing
animal is rewarded. Successful actions are also more
likely to be repeated than those which bring displeasure

7
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or discomfort. The reward received by the learner is

said to "reinforce" his behaviour. Psychologists thus

use the term "reinforcement" instead of reward, and

anything which has the effect of strengthening a

successful response is known as a "reinforcer ."

Reinforcement, as used above, is one of the basic concepts of

programmed instruction. In the early 1920's, Sidney Pressey applied

the "laws of learning," as defined by Thorndike, to classroom in-

struction. He invented a device which immediately showed the correct

responses to each question and thus allowed a student to gain imme-

diate reinforcement or to search until the correct answer was found.

Pressey then progressed one stage further and developed
a testing machine which had keys with which to select
the answer. Depression of the correct key automatic-

ally caused the next question to be presented but, if

the student selected the wrong answer and key, nothing

happened and an error was recorded on a mechanical
counter which provided the teacher with a record of
student performance.2

Although Pressey's teaching machine was an outstanding breakthrough

in applying learning theory to the classroom situation, it was not

widely employed. Two major reasons for its lack of success were

stated by Jerome P. Lysaught and Clarance M. Williams:

First no provision was made for the systematic pro-

gramming of materials to be used in these machines ,

and second, the onset of the depression and its

impact on social conditions and education offered

an unfavorable environment for an "industrial
revolution" in the nation's schools.3

"Patricia Callender, Progammed Learning: Its Develmnt and

Structure (London, 1970), p. 2.

2Callender, op2. cit., p. 3.

3Jerome P. Lysaught and Clarence M. Williams, A Guide to Programmed

Instruction (New York, 1963), pp. 165-167.
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Burrhus F. Skinner revived interest in programmed instruction

with his work on operant conditioning in the 1950's. In 1938 his

theory, based on animal studies, had been published in a book-length

work; but it was not until 1954, when this theory was applied to

education in an article entitled "The Science of Learning and the

Art of Teaching,"5 that real interest was regenerated in programmed

instruction.

Skinner's concepts are a continuation of Thorndike's work on

the law of effect. Thorndike's idea of reward is expended into the

concept of reinforcement. Both men agreed that punishment did not

stop a person from making the same incorrect response a second time,

and Skinner felt that education generally was based upon punishment

as the major form of reinforcement for encouraging learning.

Skinner, in his own approach to designing automatic
self-instruction devices, retained Pressey's use of
feedback as the principal reinforcer, but added one

important difference: the learner was not given the
alternative responses to choose among, but instead
was required to compose or construct his own response
in spaces provided, and then as printed tape advanced,
the desired response appeared for comparison with the

composed one thus providing immediate feedback. In

building his devices, Skinner also took advantage of

a principle which he had discovered in his work on
operant conditioning; namely, the longer the delay
between response and reinforcer, the less the rein-
forcing effect. And to avoid the possibility of the

4Burrhus F. Skinner, The Behavior of Organisms (New York, 1938).

5Burrhus F. Skinner, "The Science of Learning and the Art of

Teaching," Harvard Educational Review, XXIV (1954), pp. 86-97.

------- .. ....
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learner making incorrect responses (which would have
to be unlearned), Skinner added the notion of prompts
or guides so that only the correct response had a high
probability of being emitted.6

Skinner' s machine was in such demand that many manufacturers

developed varieties of new machinery which presented teaching materials

in novel ways. For a time so much emphasis was placed upon the devel-

opment of machinery that not enough programs were being written.

Programming of materials is now divided into two basic types.

The first is linear programming, "a sequential development of the

material through which each student, regardless of his response,

proceeds in exactly the same order."7 This method is directly asso-

ciated with the research of Skinner. The second is intrinsic or

branching programming, "the technique of using a student' s choice

of an answer to a multiple choice question to determine the next

material to which he will be exposed."8

Norman A. Crowder is credited with starting the use of the in-

trinsic or branching method which Callender describes in this manner:

The information given to the student is in much larger
steps than the linear programme, usually a whole page,
followed by multiple choice answers, from which the
student must select the one which appears to him to be
correct. According to the item which he has chosen,

6U. S. Civil Service Commission, Programmed Instruction: A Brief
of Its Development and Current Status (Washington, D.C., 1970),~p. 3.

7Lysaught and Williams, op. cit., p. 71.

8Norman A. Crowder, "Automatic Tutoring by Intrinsic Programming
in Teaching Machines and Programmed Learning, A Source Book, edited by
Robert Glaser and A. A. Lumsdaune (Washington, D.C., 1960),3p. 287.
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he is directed to a different part of the program
to check his answer. If his answer is correct, he
proceeds along the main stem of the programme (as
in a linear programme). If not, he is told why his
answer is incorrect and is either returned to the
original item of instruction or branched along a
subsequence which gives him additional information
before he returns to the stem.9

Although both methods use similar elements--instruction, response,

and reinforcement--there are several major differences. In linear

programming the emphasis is placed upon correct responses. Students

are permitted to write down their own answers and to check them

against the machine or program. By programming only a high probability

of correctness, only correct answers are reinforced. Whereas Pressey's

machine was used primarily to test students, Skinner's machine was used

primarily to teach students. This theory has since been expanded into

programmed textbooks and other media.

In intrinsic or branching programming, errors are not totally

eliminated, and the student is reinstructed until each concept is

learned. The intrinsic program uses larger steps, thus permitting a

student with good comprehension to skip or to bypass known concepts.

Individual differences of students are, thus, taken into consideration.

D. Mackenzie Davey and P. McDonnell's book, Programmed Instruction,

described Crowder's theory of intrinsic programming:

Crowder says that the intrinsic programmers do not
have access to any "philosopher's stone" which
provides an understanding of human learning. He
concludes that there lis no infallible process for
bringing learning about, and suggests to predict-
ably achieve a desired result, one must either

9Callender, op. cit., p. 8.
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have an infallible process to bring about the result
or one must have a means of determining whether the
result has been achieved and of taking appropriate
action on the basis of that determination.10

"The major difference between linear and intrinsic (or branching)

programs is that linear programs simply inform the student of the

correctness or incorrectness of his response while intrinsic programs

use the student's response to determine where he will proceed in the

program."11

From these two methods of programming, other techniques have been

invented. A combination of parts of both systems has been developed

which is described by David Cram as either "self-organizing or cri-

terion programming."12 David Pask also developed a self-organizing

program called a complicated-branching technique. Callender uses the

term "cybernetics," which is defined as a theory of self-regulating

and self-organizing systems for the purpose of communicating between

teacher and student, normally by means of information fed into a

computer.13 She continues,

Cybernetics takes programming into the field of com-
puterized adaptive teaching machines which control
the path taken by the learner according to his
performance. Several programmes are available at
different levels, the machine electronically select-
ing the most appropriate sequence. The more rapidly

10D. Mackenzie Davey and P. McDonnell, Programmed Instruction
(London, 1965), p. 18.

11U. S. Civil Service Commission, op. cit., p. 6.

1 2David Cram, Explaining "Teaching Machines" and Programming
(San Francisco, 1961), pp. 66-75.

13Callender, op. cit., p. 10.

R Awwwowqqw
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the learner progresses, the more rapidly will he be
taken through an increasingly sophisticated programme,
as opposed to a simpler type of Arogramme, if his
progress is slow or inaccurate.

In criterion programming a pretest or pretests are used to

determine the individual needs of each student. Materials such as

movies, books, or teaching devices are then assigned accordingly.

Davey and McDonnell describe multi-track programming, which is

developed from simple linear programming, as criterion programming.15

The student is assigned to a particular track according to the dic-

tates of the pretest.

There are many systems of programming being explored and demon-

strated in schools, colleges, businesses, and government agencies;

but each area must select the programming method or machinery best

suited to the nature of the topic.

Supportive Research

The technique of programmed instruction is now an established

educational method. This second section will discuss the literature

and research which applies this knowledge to the field of music

education.

In a position paper in the Music Educators Journal in 1965,

Israel Goldiamond and Stanley Pliskoff presented reasons underlying

the use of programmed instruction.

1 4Callender, op. cit., p. 10.

15Davey and McDonnell, op. cit., p. 18.

9



There is being developed a growing technology of
behavior in the full sense of the word, technology,
which is related to the experimental analysis of
behavior in the same sense that the technology
called engineering is related to the physical
sciences.16

Stated more directly, there are procedures now available that

will modify the behavior of students. Music educators are also

learning more about the relationships of this behavior. "Both the

technology and its concomitant experimental analysis are relevant

to the teaching of music. . . ."17 Then Goldiamond and Pliskoff

listed ten significant points concerning the usefulness of teaching

machines in music education.

With so many available systems of programming, it becomes

apparent that music educators must develop their own programs accord-

ing to the needs of the medium of performance. James C. Carlsen states,

There is a need in the subject discipline of music
to more clearly ascertain the effectiveness of
programed learning as a teaching method par-
ticularly as it involves the non-verbal stimuli
of sound.18

This statement clearly describes a turning point from the universal

view of music education to the more technological systems approach.

In a real definition of programmed instruction, there are many

facets to be considered. At one time it was thought of only as a

16Israel Goldiamond and Stanley Pliskoff, "Music Education and

the Rationale Underlying Programed Instruction," Music Educators
Journal, (February-March, 1969), p. 44.

17Goldiamond and Pliskoff, op. cit., p. 44.

18James C. Carlsen, "Programed Learning in Melodic Dictation,"

Journal of Research in Music Education, XII (Summer, 1964), p. 14o.
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method for self-instruction. A student worked at his own pace through

instructional materials, using short steps and immediate feedback. At

present, programmed instruction is a process within an "integrated

instructional system." 19 This system now uses books, teaching machines,

films, audio-visual devices, computers, and combinations of any of

these. This variety allows the teacher freedom to organize objectives

and goals and to evaluate constantly the results of his concepts of

teaching.

In 1962 Wilbur Schramm summed up the essential elements of pro-

grammed instruction in this manner:

(a) an ordered sequence of stimulus items, (b) to
each of which a student responds in some specified
way, (c) his responses being reinforced by immediate
knowledge of results, (d) so that he moves by small
steps, (e) therefore making few errors and practic-
ing mostly correct responses, (f) from what he knows,
by a process of successively closer approximation,
toward what he is supposed to learn from the program.20

In 1966 Thurber H. Madison listed a few representative principles

about programmed instruction in music education:

First, programmed learning is based on the identi-
fication of specific behavior patterns and a clear
understanding of the effects of their consequences
for future development. Second, programmed learning
requires for its best effectiveness the earliest
possible occurrence of reinforcing consequences for
each successive increment of programmed behavior.
Third, programmed learning must have built into it,
definite proportions of success and failure. Fourth,
programmed learning in music (when both audio and
visual elements are present) should keep the audio

19Callender, jp_. cit., p. 16.

20Wilbur Schram , Programmed Instruction: Today and Tomorrow,

The Fund for the Advancement of Education, 1962, p. 2.
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and visual in proper balance. Fifth, programmed
learning is helped when certain amounts of the
human element are built into the system and avoid
a strictly impersonal and mechanistic impact on
the student. Sixth, programmed learning has
built into it valid elements of student evaluation. 2'

And, finally, Carlsen stated some conclusions about programmed

instruction in the development of musical skills:

(1) Any discussion of learning objectives in music
will best be undertaken when those objectives are
stated in operational terms. (2) Teaching, whether
of the programmed or classroom variety, will be more
effective when students are provided immediate con-
firmation of their responses to the learning task.
(3) Teaching, whether of the programmed or class-
room variety, will be more effective when the nature
of the teaching procedure more nearly approximates
the learning task. (4) Students are an important
source of information for effective sequencing of
the instructional material. (5) Programmed instruc-
tion is an effective self-teaching technique--one
not limited to facts, but capable of developing
complex non-verbal concepts as well. (6) Step size
in a program does not have to be small, but does
need to be appropriate to the needs of the learning
task. (7) One training procedure may not be appro-
priate for all learning tasks. (8) Programmed
instruction can provide a diagnostic function,
permitting the teacher to more nearly meet the needs
of each individual. (9) Programmed instruction can
assume some of the burdensome time-consuming tasks,
relieving the teacher to perform tasks that are
best done by a teacher.22

Implications then for programmed instruction in future developments

of music education are many. First, Carlsen indicates that programmed

instruction can be used as outside preparatory material either as

2 1Thurber H. Madison, "A Report on the National Conference on the
Uses of Educational Media in the Teaching of Music," Source Book III
(Washington, D.C., 1966), pp. 309-310.

2 2James C. Carlsen, "The Role of Programmed Instruction in the
Development of Musical Skills," Report of Seminar in Comprehensive
Musicianship, Washington, D.C.: Contemporary Music Project, Music
Educators National Conference, Fall, 1965, pp. 34-35.
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remedial work, as general enrichment, or as a diagnostic technique.23

Madison, on the other hand, sees programmed instruction as a challenge:

"Instead of such global goals as better citizenship, self-expression,

self-discovery, and worthy use of leisure time with their greatly

delayed consequences, operant behavior theory and technology offer

the challenge of more specific and immediate kinds of reinforcement.T24

With more sophisticated use of tape recorders and with more avail-

ability of computers, visual and aural elements can be combined to

make a training and/or teaching device. As Carlsen25 suggests, choral-

conductor training might be improved if such audio-visual media were

applied to error analysis in ensemble performance.

Related Research

Research studies in this final section point directly to the need

for programs that will prepare the choral director with the professional

skills necessary for performance conducting. Of the many skills re-

viewed, astuteness in pitch-error detection becomes one of the primary

performance skills required of the choral director.

A seminar report on Comprehensive Musicianship by the Contemporary

Music Project at Northwestern University, April, 1965, states,

In college courses dealing with musicianship, the
student in music education or performance degree
programs is expected to complete requirements in
ear-training, sight-singing, harmony, history, and
literature. Training in analysis and, perhaps,

23Carlsen, "Programmed Learning in Melodic Dictation," pp. 147-148.

24Carlsen, 'The Role of Programmed Instruction in the Development

of Musical Skills," p. 35.
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18th Century counterpoint may also be required in
certain institutions. This broad training is in-
tended to provide the student with an understanding
of the art which will complement his technical, pro-
fessional training in practice; a synthesis rarely
occurs between courses within the general area of
musicianship or between musicianship courses and
professional studies; the student receives very
little opportunity to develop a comprehensive view
of his entire field. As a high school instrumental
teacher, for example, his primary function will be
that of a conductor; yet his main college training
is not in conducting and other necessary skills.
The courses he completes in ear-training and sight-
singing rarely advance beyond the simplest vocal
textures; indeed, his aural training is considered
adequate if he can duplicate in writing a Bach
chorale played on the piano, two measures at a time,
repeated at least twice.,26

Concisely stated, the practical side of performance, which in-

cludes a wide spectrum of sound and skills, never receives sufficient

attention during college-training years. After college, the instru-

mental director as well as the choral director generally functions

first as a conductor of ensembles, even though these necessary com-

petencies are not stressed in undergraduate programs.

Furthermore, there is a lack of preparation in score-reading

ability. Considerable time is spent in educating choral conductors

in music theory, musical analysis and styles, choral organization

and repertoire, and choral-conducting techniques. But detecting pitch

errors in more than one voice part is one of the areas that does not

receive enough attention. The ability to detect the pitch errors in

26Contemporary Music Project, "Comprehensive Musicianship: The

Foundation for College Education in Music," Report of the Seminar
Sponsored by the Contemporary Music Project at Northwestern Universit
Washington, ]D.C., Music Educators National Conference, April, 1965,
p. 5.
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multiple-part choral music usually develops after students leave the

academic setting. James Henry Marquis27 says that individuals tend

to perform dissimilarly on the same kinds of pitch intervals between

isolated and contextual settings in sight reading one melodic line.

Therefore, when pitch and harmonic-interval errors are to be aurally

recognized in multiple voice parts, the problem of score reading

becomes more complex.

Another medium which focuses attention on individual learning is

that of self-instructional programmed texts. Carlsen in his conclu-

sions states,

Aural perception is more effectively taught by means
of programmed learning than by means of the teacher-
classroom approach. Programmed learning teaches
complex concepts almost as effectively as basic con-
cepts. The teacher-classroom approach is not as
effective with complex concepts as it is with basic
concepts.28

Charles L. Spohn in his evaluation says, "The evidence indicates that

through self-presentation methods the ability to identify both melodic

and harmonic intervals can be improved."29  Self-instructional programs

are being tried in all areas of learning with much success. As outlined

2 7James Henry Marquis, "A Study of Interval Problems in Sight-
Singing Performance With Consideration of the Effect of Context,"
unpublished doctoral dissertation, State University of Iowa, Ames,
Iowa, 1963, p. 172.

2 8James C. Carlsen, "An Investigation of Programmed Learning
in Melodic Dictation by Means of a Teaching Machine Using a Branching
Technique of Programming," unpublished doctoral dissertation, North-
western University, Evanston, Illinois, 1962, pp. 67-68.

29Charles L. Spohn, "Programming the Basic Materials of Music for
Self-Instructional Development of Aural Skills," Journal of Research in
Music Education, XI (Fall, 1963), p. 96.
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in most research, the programs are used to teach individual skills.

Self-instruction does not take the place of the teacher, but it does

help to free the teacher from mundane practice sessions. These programs

place more responsibility upon the individual student. With this in

mind, a visual-aural, self-instructional program becomes a necessary

requirement for each conductor to help improve not only general

musicianship but also rehearsal techniques.

Two very important studies have been developed to help instru-

mental conducting students to improve score-reading ability. For

example, Robert G. Sidnell's report on self-instructional drill

materials says that

The utilization of drill material of the type developed
in this project can be of significant value in teacher-
training programs. Score-reading ability as evidenced
by error-detection skill is needed by competent teachers
of instrumental music. Through exposure to drills of
this type, the future teacher can come face to face with
synthesizing aural/visual behaviours necessary for
successful teaching.30

And A. Peter Costanza's major conclusions were,

(1) melodic and harmonic score-reading skills as
measured by the Score Reading Test can be effect-
ively taught by programmed instruction utilizing
aural and visual materials, (2) the fact that
different musical examples were used in the Score
Reading Test than in the Self-Instructional Program
in Score Reading indicates that the melodic and
harmonic score-reading skills developed are trans-
ferable and that skills developed by the programed
instruction in this study could be applicable to
other musical situations involving these skills,

30Robert G. Sidnell, The Development of Self-Instructional Drill
Materials to Facilitate the Growth of Score Reading Skills of Student
Conductors, Final Report on Project No. 5-1083, U. S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C., 1968, p. 16.
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and (3) the Score Reading Test is an effective
instrument for measuring melodic and harmonic
score-reading skills and, as the examples are
performed by instrumental ensembles, the test
is unique in measuring these skills.31

With these successful studies as a basis, choral conductors need

to borrow the fundamental concepts and general principles and adapt

them to choral or vocal programs. By using choral scores and vocal

materials, it should be possible to compile a visual-aural, self-

instructional program of comparable value.

In undergraduate theory classes melodic and harmonic dictations

are usually given by piano or some kind of electronic equipment.

Consequently, the medium of choir, in which the choral conductor

must be competent in detecting pitch errors, is ignored. John Joseph

Silber indicates that of all the areas tested, a significant relation-

ship was found to exist in the string and vocal media.32 The analytic

ability in harmonic dictation is related to the amount of training

and experience one has in a particular performance area. Therefore,

the medium of performance in which the harmonic dictation is presented

is critical for choral conductors.

31 A. Peter Costanza, "The Development and Evaluation of Programmed
Instruction in Score Reading Skills," unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Pennsylvania State University, Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, 1968, p. 87.

32John Joseph Silber, "Aural Analytic Ability in Harmonic Dicta-
tion in Various Musical Media," unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, 1955, p. 85.
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The only known study that has used the choral medium for testing

score-reading ability was written by Louis A. Hansen. This investiga-

tion also seems to be the earliest published study of the use of

programming to improve aural perception. Hansen says,

From the results of the study the following con-
clusions were reached: (1) a valid and reliable
test was constructed to measure certain aspects
of score reading ability of musicians, specifically,
the ability to detect melodic and harmonic errors
in the performance of choral music while inspecting
the score. (2) The test is unique in measuring
that aspect of score-reading, ability concerned
with the aural-visual discrimination of tones and
harmonies as they occur in the context of complete
musical phrases, and as that ability functions in
a simulated practical situation. (3) The test
points the way toward fulfilling a need on the
undergraduate and graduate levels for a measure
of the practical application of the training
related to the score-reading aspects of musician-
ship, or for a measure of the functional value of
the training which is designed to contribute to
score-reading ability . 33

This kind of competency training (visual-aural perception of

pitch errors) is a necessity for effective teaching of vocal ensemble

groups and should be developed to some extent in the professional

preparation programs of colleges and universities.

It is apparent that several research studies have pointed toward

the need for further investigation in the area described by this study.

Specifically, the following researchers must be seen as having far-

reaching implications for such investigation.

3 3Louis A. Hansen, "A Study of the Ability of Musicians to Detect

Melodic and Harmonic Errors in the Performance of Choral Music While
Inspecting the Score," unpublished doctoral dissertation, University
of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, 1954, pp. 197-198.
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1. Sidnell proved that programmed materials can be used

effectively in teaching aural perception.

2. Sidnell and Costanza proved that self-instructional

drill materials in score reading benefit students in instrumental

conducting classes.

3. Carroll Lee Gonzo34 proved that the skill to detect pitch

errors while reading the score is not developed in choral conductors

past two years of music study in college.

4. Hansen's research in 1954 contributed to knowledge about

pitch-error detection; but with the advent of improved instructional

technology, there is now a need for replication.

34Carroll Lee Gonzo, "An Analysis of Factors Related to Choral
Teachers' Ability to Detect Pitch Errors While Reading the Score,"
unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin, fMadison,
Wisconsin, 1969, pp. 122-125.



CHAPTER III

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES

This study was designed to develop and evaluate the effective-

ness of a programed-text technique using a tape recorder on which

a vocal ensemble had recorded a self-instructional program. This

chapter describes (1) the design of the study, (2) the development

of the Pitch-Error Detection Test (the ability to pick out pitch

errors while looking at the score), (3) the development of the Pitch-

Error Detection Program, and (4) the procedures adopted to determine

the effectiveness of this program.

Design of the Study

Some research studies in programmed instruction are using audio-

visual devices to adapt the program method to meet the individual

needs of both students and subject matter. Much of the current research

is no longer dealing with comparative studies between programmed in-

struction and classroom instruction. Studies now focus directly upon

a design that is able to affect a change in the observable behavior.

Carlsen writes, "if we are able to identify observable behavior and

define objective criteria, these should be sufficient to establish

program effectiveness."i

'James C. Carlsen, "Implication of Recent Research Problems in
Programed Music Instruction," Council for Research in Music Education,
Bulletin No. 4 (Winter, 1965), p. 32.

24
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Programmed research studies are now concentrating on how to free

the music instructor from drill sessions. To remain consonant with

this new approach to research design, the present study of programmed-

instruction effectiveness was cast into three phases.

Phase I. From the body of preselected materials, nine high-

school choral directors selected and evaluated items for construction

of the Visual-Aural Pitch-Error Detection Test. The test was then

assembled and recorded on tape by a vocal ensemble. Three faculty

judges were asked to evaluate the tape for clarity of presentation,

and a pilot study was used to establish reliability for the instrument.

Phase II. From a body of preselected materials, the programmed

text was assembled. The program included several examples of all

types of musical intervals. The unique nature of these musical in-

tervals dictated the form and arrangement of the program. The items

were then prepared and recorded on tape by a vocal ensemble. Again

the tape was checked for clarity of presentation. Also a pilot study

was conducted to determine if the prerecording of the errors were

accurate.

Phase III. In Phase III the Visual-Aural Self-Instructional

Pitch-Error Detection Program was tested for its effectiveness in

developing better score-reading ability. Two intact groups of

students were selected and given (1) a Pretest, a Midtest, and a

Posttest to ascertain their score-reading ability, while (2) a

self-instructional program to increase score-reading ability was

administered to each group at different times.
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Procedures for Developing the Testing Instrument

Forty-eight examples of musical excerpts two-to-six measures in

length were selected from romantic and contemporary choral literature.

These examples each contained only one pitch error. Thus there were

twenty-four kinds of errors: the twelve possible intervals leaping

up and the twelve possible intervals leaping down. Nine high-school

choral directors were asked to validate these items as typical

mistakes made by high-school choral groups.

The choral directors were selected at random from a list of high

schools which participated in the placement of student teachers from

North Texas State University and which had successful choral programs.

All directors chosen had been teaching at the high-school level for

several years. On separate occasions each individual choral director

was interviewed and was asked to appraise all forty-eight examples

on a one-to-five basis as to the representativeness of typical high-

school pitch errors. Appendix B lists all examples by title, composer,

publisher, interval selected, direction of leap, voice part, page, and

measure.

From the forty-eight possible pitch errors, only those examples

were retained which eight choral directors rated as one, two, or three

on the validation sheet. A few examples were retained with ratings

of four, but no items were retained that received a rating of five.

Twenty-five typical high-school pitch errors were selected from the

forty-eight possible examples by the nine choral directors. Appendix

C lists the compiled appraisals of all examples.
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These examples, using incorrect interval leaps, were prepared

with pitch errors for the tape-recording sessions. Twelve voice

students from North Texas State University School of Music made up

the vocal ensemble. This group rehearsed and recorded the examples

which included the pitch errors.

A panel of three faculty judges validated the tape-recorded

items. Each judge listened to the tape to determine whether the

errors in the prepared tapes were clearly and validly performed.

Test items were removed from the test tape only if two judges invali-

dated the example. In this manner three test items were removed from

the twenty-five test examples. To the remaining twenty-two test items,

three test items which did not contain any pitch errors were added to

discourage guessing.

Also, three practice items were added to the test. They pre-

ceded the actual twenty-five test items and were performed at the

same pace as all the other items.

Finally, a score was prepared without pitch errors for the

students. Anyone taking the test would see only the original,

correct score except for the three practice items which had the

errors circled and the incorrect note name plainly printed above

the staff.

As a pilot study to determine the reliability of the test items,

this Pitch-Error Detection Test was presented two weeks after the

second semester started in February, 1972, to the second-semester

harmony class at North Texas State University School of Music.
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Thirty-five minutes were required to complete the recorded test which

included twenty-five test items plus three practice items. Eighteen

students participated in the pilot study. The Kuder-Richardson

Formula Twenty-one was applied as the statistical check for internal

consistency.

A reliability quotient of .6613 was computed from the twenty-two

test items used as a pilot study. When the number of test items was

projected to sixty-six, or tripled, and the Spearman-Brown formula

was used, a reliability quotient of .875 resulted, suggesting a need

for more test items. 'However, considering the fatigue factor of a

test three times longer and the coordination factor of visual-aural

pitch perception, it was decided to use only twenty-two test items

for this study.

Procedures for Developing the Program

The Visual-Aural Pitch-Error Detection Program was selected from

one hundred and fifty items of romantic and contemporary choral liter-

ature. The use of this choral music was preferred, since so many

theory and harmony classes in the first two years of college center

around traditional music. Each example again contains just one pitch

error, stressing that it was important to be able to distinguish one

pitch error from a choral score before attempting to pick out several

pitch errors.

Since it was necessary to develop a program that included all

types of pitch errors, the arbitrary number of seventy-two program

items was chosen. This included six program items for all twelve
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types of musical intervals; three program examples are items with

intervals leaping upward, and three program examples are items with

intervals leaping downward. This arrangement allows practice for

all kinds of interval possibilities.

The program examples, using incorrect interval leaps, were then

prepared with pitch errors for the tape-recording sessions. Twelve

voice students from North Texas State University School of Music made

up the mixed vocal ensemble, and this group rehearsed and recorded

these program examples.

These programmed drill materials followed a pattern of presen-

tation using four-tape frames for each example.

Frame l.---A two- to six-measure phrase is sung, while the student

watches the correct vocal score. The student indicates by written

response in what measure an error occurred. Immediate reinforcement

to this response is aurally announced by the tape recording.

Frame 2.--Only that fragment or measure of the score immediately

surrounding the error is performed. The response here is an indica-

tion of what voice part made the error. Immediate reinforcement is

again presented by the program tape.

Frame 3.--The individual voice part performs the error within

a short fragment. While looking at the fragment as it is correctly

written, the student is asked to write down the error as performed.

Reinforcement is provided aurally by the tape.

Frame 4.---The total example is performed correctly, while the

student aurally and visually follows the score.
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The seventy-two program items were divided into three groups of

twenty-four and were labeled as Visual-Aural Pitch-Error Detection

Tapes A, B, _and C.

Tape A.--The first group of twenty-four programmed drill

materials was arranged in linear order, going from the smallest

interval of a minor second to the largest interval of a perfect

octave, while allowing two examples, one leaping upward and the

other leaping downward, for the twelve possible types of musical

intervals.

Tape B.-.-Ihe second group of twenty-four programmed drill

materials was presented in a random arrangement which included only

the small intervals: major and minor seconds, major and minor thirds,

perfect fourths, augmented fourths, and diminished fifths. Again

equal consideration was given to the inclusion of intervals leaping

upward as well as downward.

Tape C.--The third group of twenty-four programmed drill

materials was also presented in a random arrangement which included

only the large intervals: perfect fifths, major and minor sixths,

major and minor sevenths, and perfect octaves. Again equal con-

sideration was given to the inclusion of intervals leaping upward

as well as downward.

Finally, a booklet containing all programmed drill materials

was prepared for the students. There was one program example per

page with the correct musical four-part score printed at the top.

The three completion sentences were typed in the center of each
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page, and two staves were drawn at the bottom. The lower stave

contained the correct musical phrase, and the blank upper stave was

available to draw upon when the pitch error was found. The seventy-

two programmed drill materials were coordinated with the three Visual-

Aural Pitch-Error Detection Program Tapes A, B, and C. Each of the

three tapes of twenty-four programmed drill materials was limited to

forty minutes in length. This limitation allowed a concentration

time that was acceptable and feasible for one listening.

The general format for the programmed drill materials was pat-

terned after Sidnell's project report of August, 1968, on "Score

Reading Skills of Student Conductors."2 Several items are different

in the study here being considered. One major addition is a final

tape frame which reinforces the student's awareness of the correct

sound of the total example. After the student was required to search

three frames for the incorrect note or sound, it seemed important to

reinforce with the correct sound of the total example. Another differ-

ence is that these examples were recorded by a mixed vocal ensemble and

were used by choral conductors rather than being recorded by an orchestra

or band for instrumental majors. This study is concerned with only

one aspect of music, pitch-error detection, while Sidnell's study

combined rhythm and pitch-error detection in one study.

A short form of the programmed drill materials (Tape A) was

given as a pilot study in the Spring of 1972 to the second-year,

second-semester harmony class of eighteen members to see if the

2 Sidnell, op. cit., p. 20.
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program were understood and if the manner of presentation were clear.

These drill materials were used for one week with each student spend-

ing one-half hour a day for five days with the programmed tapes.

The Visual-Aural Pitch-Error Detection Test was readministered

one week later to see the amount of gain that students received from

the program of drill materials. Two-thirds of the students showed

definite signs of improvement fromvthis short and limited exposure,

while one-third of the group remained constant.

Several extra pitch errors were found on the test tape as well

as on the programmed tape. These segments were re-recorded correctly.

A few mistakes were found on the printed scores of the program items,

and these also were corrected. Because of the discovery of the errors

on Tape A and its accompanying materials., Tapes B and C were submitted

with their printed scores for similar review to eight music students

at North Texas State University School of Music, but no further mis-

takes were discovered on these materials.

Procedures for the Collection of Data

In the second semester of 1972, two choral-conducting classes,

Music 381 and Music 382, at North Texas State University School of

Music received the Pitch-Error Detection Test three times. The test

was administered to both groups in the third, sixth, and ninth week of

the second semester. The students in Music 381 were required to work

through the programmed drill materials for ten one-half-hour sessions

during the third, fourth, and fifth weeks of the spring semester.
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The students in Music 382 were required to work through the programmed

drill materials for ten one-half-hour sessions during the sixth,

seventh, and eighth weeks of the semester.

All students were required to work through Tapes A, B, and C

at least twice, totalling six one-half-hour sessions. During the

last four one-half-hour sessions, students were encouraged to

diagnose their individual needs in visual-aural pitch perception and

to use the tapes which most directly pertained to their area(s) of

deficiency.

It was important to structure the first six listening sessions

in order to give a solid basis for evaluating the programmed drill

materials; yet, it was also essential to allow time for concentration

upon the individual deficiencies. The required listening was done in

the recording and listening library at North Texas State University

where all tapes are played on a large console and where a number of

students may listen to the same tape by use of stereophonic ear-phones.

The first few listening sessions were held in the classroom with the

total group in order to clarify any procedural difficulties pertaining

to the programmed drill materials. Of the fifty-five students who

participated, only one student dropped out of class; and all absences

were checked so that any make-up work was accomplished before indi-

vidual tests were taken.

The choral-conducting clasees, Music 381 and Music 382, at North

Texas State University School of Music are in a sequence. In other

words, one class is the first-semester choral-conducting class while
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the other is the second-semester class. It was believed that these

two intact groups had certain elements in common, and it was acknow-

ledged that these groups also had certain distinctions. Furthermore,

it was felt that these differences and similarities would not

adversely affect the initial testing of the potentiality for

improvement. This one fact is verified by the pretest and posttest

scores.

Treatment of the Data

Two intact groups, Music 381 (first-semester choral conducting)

and Music 382 (second-semester choral conducting), were selected by

the researcher and approved by the appropriate official of the Music

Education Department at North Texas State University for partici-

pation in the testing program.

Because these groups were unequal in ability and training, a

statistical procedure was necessary to equalize the ability levels.

The simple analysis of covariance was chosen to accomplish this

aim and was administered to all six hypotheses. The .01 level of

significance was used for rejection or retention of each of the

six hypotheses.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA AND RESULTS

The analysis of the data is presented in three main sections.

These divisions follow the sequence of the hypotheses. The research

and findings related to Hypotheses 1 and 2 are reported in the first

section, Hypotheses 3 and 4 in the second section, and Hypotheses 5

and 6 in the final section.

Outcome of Hypotheses 1 and 2

The first hypothesis of the study was that students in Group A

(the experimental group) would improve significantly by working through

a self-instructional program designed to improve pitch-error detection

ability.

The second hypothesis of the study was that students in Group B

(the control group) would not improve significantly because they were

not given a self-instructional program designed to improve their

pitch-error detection ability.

In testing these hypotheses, the pretest mean was used as the

covariable and the midtest mean was used as the criterion. The simple

analysis of covariance was selected as the statistical procedure with

the .01 level of 7.12 being necessary for significance.

The pretest, midtest, and difference scores for each student in

Group A (the experimental group) are listed in Table I. Each pretest

and midtest score represents the number of correct responses made on

the Pitch-Error Detection Test.

35
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TABLE I

PRE TEST , MUIDIEST, AND DIFRENCE
SCORES OF EXPERIlvENTAL GROUP A

Difference

Student Pretest Score Midtest Score (Mi test
less

Pretest)

8 7
2 2 7 5
3 2 8 6
4 2 8 6
5 3 14 11
6 3 9 6
7 3 0 -3
8 3 8 5
9 4 10 6

10 4 11 7
11 6 7 1
12 6 8 2

13 6 7 1
114 7 7 0
15 7 14 7
16 9 7 -2
17 9 14 5
18 9 10 1
19 10 13 3
20 10 7 -3
21 11 18 7
22 13 20 7
23 14 13 -1

24 15 13 -2

Mean 6.63 10.04 3.141

As indicated in Table I, the mean score of the experimental group

pretest was 6.63, and the mean ridtest score was 10.04. The mean

difference (increase during the first three-week period) for the

experimental group was 3.141.
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The pretext, mddtest, and difference scores for each student

in Group B (control group) are listed in Table II.

TABLE II

PRETEST, YIDITEST, AND DIFFERENCE
SCORES OF CONTROL GROUP B

Difference
Student Pretest Score Midtest Score (Midtest

less
Pretest)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29.
30

1
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
9
10
11
11
12
12

1
6
5
3
6
6
5
9
1
4
8
7
5
9
6
9
6

12
14
12

6
9
4

11
9

12
9

14
13
10

0
4
3
0
3
3
2
5

-3
0
3
2
-l

3
0
3
-l

5
7
14

1
-14
3
0
2
-2

3

-2

Mean 6.30 7.70 1.40
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Each pretest and midtest score represents the number of correct

responses made on the test. As presented in Table II, the mean

score of the control group pretest was 6.30, and the mean midtest

score was 7.70. The mean difference (increase during the first

three-week period) for the control group was 1.40.

For a comparison between groups, Table III presents the mean

scores of both groups and the mean differences between the groups.

TABLE III

COMPARISON OF MEAN-GAIN SCORES OF
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

Mean-Pretest Mean-Midtest
Group Score Score Mean Gain

Experimental A 6.63 10.04 3.41

Control B 6.30 7.70 1.40

Mean
Difference 2.01

As the data in Table III indicate, the difference in mean gain

between the groups was 2.01 in favor of the experimental group.

To continue the comparison between groups, Table IV reveals the

standard deviations of both groups and their differences from the

pretest to the midtest. A somewhat larger spread of scores was found

in experimental Group A than was found in control Group B. This might

be an indication that, after one semester of choral conducting,

students had become more aware of deficiencies, and, therefore, had

improved their training in skills such as pitch-error detection.
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS
OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

Group Pretest S.D. Midtest S.D. Difference

Experimental A 4.1053 4.2476 .1423

Control B 3.0755 3.5637 .4882

Mean
Difference .3459

Since the analysis indicated an F-value of 6.39, which was not

significant at the .01 level, the null hypotheses for both Hypothesis

1 and Hypothesis 2 were accepted.

It was also noted that the F-ratio of 6.39 was significant at

the .02 level, indicating that there was positive response to the

programmed text used by the experimental group. In Table V the

data obtained from the analysis of covariance are presented with

the resultant F-ratio and P-ratio which were computed in order

to accept or reject Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2.

P.-M-W
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TABLE V

DATA OBTAINED FROM ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE
FROM TEST I TO TEST II

Source of Sum of Mean
Variation df Squares Square F-Value P-Value

Within 51 477.2305 9.3575 6.3945 .0146

Difference 1 59.8367 59.8367

Total 52 537.0671

Outcome of Hypotheses 3 and 4

At this point in the study, the roles of both groups are changed.

Group A now becomes the control group, while Group B becomes the

experimental group which is exposed to the treatment .

The third hypothesis of the study was that students in Group B

(now the experimental group) would improve significantly by working

through a self-instructional program designed to improve pitch-error

detection ability.

The fourth hypothesis of the study was that students in Group A

(now the control group) would not improve significantly because they

were not given a self-instructional program designed to improve

their pitch-error detection ability.
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In testing Hypotheses 3 and 4, the midtest mean was used as the

covariable, and the posttest mean was used as the criterion. Again

the simple analysis of covariance was selected as the statistical

procedure with the .01 level of 7.12 being necessary for significance.

The midtest, posttest, and difference scores for each student

in Group B (now the experimental group) are listed in Table VI.

Each midtest and posttest score represents the number of correct

responses made on the Pitch-Error Detection Test. As presented

in Table VI, the mean score of the experimental group midtest was

7.70, and the mean posttest score was 9.73. The mean difference

(increase during the second three-week period) for the experimental

group was 2.03.
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TABLE VI

MIDIEST, POSTTEST, AND DIERBENCE
SCORES OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP B

Difference
(Posttest

Student Midtest Score Posttest Score less

Midtest)

1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1
6
5
6
6
7
9
1
4
8
7
5
9
6
9
6

12
14
12

6
9
4

11
9

12
9

14
13
10

5
7
4
8
9
5

10
6
5
7
10
14

9
10

9
12
13
14
13

8
11

9
10

9
14
11
13
15
14

L4
1
-1
2
3
2
1

5
1
-1

3
9
0
14
0
6
1
0
1
2
2
5

-l
0
2
2

-l
2
L4

Mean 7.70 9.73 2.03

The midtest, posttest, and difference scores for each student

in Group A (now the control group) are listed in Table VII. Each

midtest and posttest score represents the number of correct responses
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TABLE VII

MIDIEST, POSTIEST, AND DIFFERENCE
SCORES OF CONTROL GROUP A

Student Yidtest Score Posttest Score Difference
(Posttest

less
Midtest)

1 8 9 1
2 7 9 2
3 8 3 -5
4 8 5 -3
5 14 14 0
6 9 9 0
7 0 8 8:
8 8 9 1
9 10 5 -5

10 11 8 -3
11 7 6 -l
12 8 8 0
13 7 9 2
14 7 8 1
15 14 11 -3
16 7 11 4
17 14 11 -3
18 10 11 1
19 13 11 -2
20 7 10 3
21 18 11 -7
22 20 19 -1
23 13 20 7
24 13 18 5

Mean 10.04 10-13 .09

made on the Pitch-Error Detection Test. As presented in Table VII,

the mean score of the control group's nidtest was 10.04, and the mean

posttest score was 10.13. The mean difference (increase during the

second three-week period) for the control group was .09.

For a comparison between groups, Table VIII presents the mean

scores of both groups and the mean differences between the groups.
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TABLE VIII

COMPARISON OF MEAN-GAIN SCORES OF
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

Group Mean Midtest Mean Posttest Mean Gain
Score Score

Experimental (B) 7.70 9.73 2.03

Control (A) 10.04 10.13 .09

Mean
Difference 1.94

As the data in Table VIII indicate, the difference in mean gain

between the groups was 1.94 in favor of the experimental group.

In another comparison between groups, Table IX reveals the

standard deviations of both groups and their differences from the

midtest to the posttest.

TABLE IX

COMPARISON OF THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS
OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

Group Midtest S.D. Posttest S.D. Difference

Experimental B 3.5637 3.0954 .4683

Control A 4.5637 4.1839 .0637

Mean
Difference .4046

These standard-deviation scores were similar to the previous

scores, since Group B maintained a smaller standard deviation than
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Group A. The larger spread of scores in Group A was responsible

for this difference.

Since the analysis indicated an F-value of 2.03, which was

not equal to or greater than the F-value required at the .01 level,

the null hypotheses for both Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 4 were

accepted.

In Table X the data obtained from the analysis of covariance

are presented with the resultant F-value and P-value that applies

to Hypotheses 3 and 4.

TABLE X

DATA OBTAINED FROM ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE
FROM TEST II TO TEST III

Source of df Sum of Mean F-Value P-Value
Variation Squares Square

Within 51 365.7966 7.1725 2.0298 .1603

Difference 1 14.5586 14.5586

Total 52 380.3552

Outcome of Hypotheses 5 and 6

The fifth hypothesis of the study was that no significant

difference would be found between the mean gains made by Group A
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between Tests I and II and those made by Group B between Tests II

and III. This hypothesis compared Group A with its pretest as com.

variable and its midtest as criterion against Group B with its

nidtest as covariable and its posttest as criterion. The simple

analysis of covariance was used as the statistical procedure with

the .01 level of 7.12 being necessary for significance.

The pretest, midtest, and difference scores for each student

in Group A (experimental group for first three weeks) are listed

in Table I on page 36. The mean score of Group A's pretest was

6.63, and the mean nidtest score was 10.04. This increase for

the first three-week period was 3.41.

The midtest, posttest, and difference scores for each student

in Group B (experimental group for second three weeks) are listed

in Table VI on page 42. The mean score of Group B's midtest was

7.70 and the mean-posttest score was 9.73. This increase for

the second three-week period was 2.03.

For a comparison between groups, Table XI presents the mean

scores of both groups and the mean differences between the groups.
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TABLE XI

COMPARISON OF MEAN-GAIN SCORES OF
BOTH EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

Mean Mean Mean
Experimental Pretest Midtest Posttest Mean Gain

Score Score Score

Group A 6.63 l0.04 3.41
(first 3 weeks)

Group B 7.70 9.73 2.03
(second 3 weeks)

Mean
Difference 1.38

As the data in Table XI indicate, the difference in mean gain

between both groups was 1.38 in favor of Group A (the experimental

group in the first three-week period). The standard deviations

were similar as stated for Hypotheses 1 through 4. Since the

analysis indicated an F-value of 1.62, which was not significant

at the .01 level, the null hypothesis for Hypothesis 5 was

accepted.

In Table XII the data obtained from the analysis of covariance

are presented with the resultant F-ratio and P-ratio which were

computed in order to accept Hypothesis 5.
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TABLE XII

DATA OBTAINED FROM ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FROM
GROUP A TEST I TO II AND GROUP B TEST II TO III

Source of df Sum of Mean F-Value P-Value
Variation Squares Square

Within 51 396.8892 7.7821 1.6157 .2094

Difference 1 12.5740 12.5740

Total 52 409.4631

The sixth hypothesis of the study was that no significant

difference would be found between the mean gains made by Group A

between Tests I and III and those made by Group B between Tests I

and III. In this last section of the statistical analysis, the

pretest mean is used as the covariable and the posttest mean as

the criterion. The simple analysis of covariance was used as the

statistical procedure with the .01 level of 7.12 being necessary

for significance.

The pretest, posttest, and difference scores for each student

in Group A (experimental-control group) are listed in Table XIII.

Each pretest and posttest score represents the number of correct

responses made on the Pitch-Error Detection Test. As presented

in Table XIII, the mean score of the experimental group pretest

was 6.63, and the mean posttest score was 10.13. The mean

difference (increase during the total six-week period) for Group

A was 3.50.
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TABLE XIII

PRETEST, POSTTEST, AND DIFFERENCE
SCORES OF GROUP A

Difference
(Pretest

Student Pretest Score Posttest Score less
Posttest)

1 19 8
2 2 9 7

3 2 3 1
4 2 5 3
5 3 14 11
6 3 9 6
7 3 8 5
8 3 9 6
9 4 5
10 4 8 4
11 6 6 0
12 6 8 2

13 6 9 3
14 7 8 1

15 7 114
16 9 11 2

17 9 11 2
18 9 11 2

19 10 11 1

20 10 10 0

21 11 11 0

22 13 19 6
23 14 20 6
24 15 18 3

Mean 6.63 10.13 3.50

The pretest, posttest, and difference scores for each student

in Group B (control-experimental group) are listed in Table XIV.

Each pretest and posttest score represents the nuniber of correct

responses made on the Pitch-Error Detection Test. As presented

in Table XIV, the mean score of the experimental group pretest
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was 6.30, and the mean posttest score was 9.73. The mean difference

(increase during the total six-week period) for Group B was 3.43.

TABLE XIV

PRETEST, POSTIEST, AND DIFFERENCE
SCORES OF GROUP B

Difference

Student Pretest Score Posttest Score (Posttest
Psless

___ __ __ __ ___ P re te st)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
9
10
11
11
12
12

5
7
4
6
8
9
7

10
6
5
7
10
14

9
10

9
12
13
14
13
8

11
9

10
9
14
11
13
15
14

4
5
2
3
5
6
4
6
2

2
5
8
3
14
3
5
6
7
5
0
3

2
0
14
0
2
3
2

Mean 6.30 9.73 3.43
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For a comparison between groups, Table XV presents the mean

scores of both groups and the mean differences between the groups.

TABLE XV

COMPARISON OF MEAN-GAIN SCOPES OF
BOTH GROUPS A AND B

Experimental Mean Pretest Mean Posttest Mean Gain
Groups Score Score

Group A 6.63 10.13 3.50
(experimental-

control)

Group B 6.30 9.73 3.43
(control-
experimental)

Mean
Difference .07

As presented in Table XV, the difference in mean gain between

both groups was .07 which is a very small mean-gain difference in

favor of Group A. The analysis indicated an F-value of .05 which

was not significant at the .01 level. Again the null hypothesis

is accepted for Hypothesis 6. There is no difference or very

little difference between Group A and Group B in their improvement

from the use of the programmed text.
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In Table XVI the data obtained from the analysis of covariance

are presented with the resultant F-ratio and P-ratio which have

been computed in order to test Hypothesis 6.

TABLE XVI

DATA OBTAINED FROM ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE
FROM TEST I TO TEST III

Source of df Sum of Mean F-Ratio P-Ratio

Variation Squares Square

Within 51 282.0962 5.5313 .0468 .8295

Difference 1 .2590 .2590

Total 52 282.3552

Even though the two intact groups were at different stages as

to total number of academic class hours in choral conducting, the

results for Hypothesis 6 indicated that the competency training

in pitch-error detection does not increase unless there is some

additional practice in this skill such as through programmed

drill materials.



CHAPTER V

SUMiARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The research problem was concerned with the relationship between

the amounts of training and experience a student choral director

received in pitch-error detection from the programed drill materials

and how much his'visual-aural analytic ability in pitch-error detection

improved. This chapter reviews the problem, purposes, procedures,

and hypotheses; and it reports the results of the study. Then finally

the general conclusions and implications are presented.

Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was the development and evaluation of

a program of self-instructional drill materials designed to improve

student ability to detect pitch errors in choral singing.

Purposes of the Study

The study specifically posed the following purposes:

1. To develop and validate a test for visual-aural pitch-error

detection.

2. To develop a visual-aural, self-instructional program for

improving pitch-error detection ability.

3. To determine whether any modification in pitch-error detecting

ability occurred as a result of that program of self-instructional

drill materials.

53
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Design of the Study

The study was designed in three phases. In Phase I a body

of testing materials was assembled, pilot-tested, edited, and

judged reliable for use. In Phase II a body of self-instructional,

programmed drill materials was assembled, pilot-tested, corrected,

and judged ready for evaluation. In Phase III the procedures were

as follows: (1) the subjects for whom the program was intended

were administered a pretest of their pitch-error detection ability;

(2) one group (A) participated in the programmed drill materials

developed, while the other group (B) used no programmed materials;

(3) both groups were administered a midtest to determine whether

there was any change; (4) the latter group (B) participated in the

programed drill materials developed, while the first group (A) no

longer used the programmed materials; (5) students in both groups were

administered a posttest to determine the effectiveness of the programmed

drill materials in developing the ability to detect pitch errors while

reading the vocal score.

Phase I: Development of the Pitch-Error Detection Test.

Forty-eight examples of musical excerpts of two-to-six measures in

length were selected from romantic and contemporary choral literature.

From this body of preselected materials, nine high-school choral

directors selected and validated the Pitch-Error Detection Test

exaples. The test was then assembled and recorded on tape by a

mixed vocal ensemble. Three faculty judges were asked to validate
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the tape for clarity of presentation of the test examples, and a

pilot study was used to establish reliability of the instrument.

In its final form, the Pitch-Error Detection Test consisted

of twenty-five test items plus three items which were added as

practice-test examples. On the test sheets each subject was

directed to follow the voice parts on the printed score as he

listened to a tape-recorded musical example in which one pitch

error might or might not be sung.

Content validity was established by nine high-school choral

directors. Under controlled conditions a reliability coefficient

of .6613 was computed using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 21 to

determine the interval consistency of the measuring instrument.

The coefficient of homogeneity or interval consistency was

considered adequate when the sample size, the length of the

measure, and the coordination of visual-aural elements were

examined.

Phase II: Development of the Pitch-Error Detection Program.

One hundred and fifty examples of musical excerpts of two to six

measures in length were selected from romantic and contemporary

choral literature. From this body of preselected materials, the

programmed text was assembled. The program included several

examples of all types of musical intervals. The unique nature of

these musical intervals dictated the form and arrangement of the

program. This arrangement included six program examples for each

of the twelve types of musical intervals, resulting in a total of

seventy-two items. Within each group of six musical intervals,
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three program examples were items with intervals leaping upward,

and three program examples were items with intervals leaping

downward. The items containing the planned errors were then

prepared and recorded on tape by a mixed vocal ensemble. A pilot

study was conducted to check for the accuracy of the prerecorded

errors and for the clarity of presentation.

Phase III: Evaluation of the Pitch-Error Detection Program.

The evaluation phase of the study took place at North Texas State

University School of Music during the Spring Semester, 1972. The

program was tested for its effectiveness in developing better

score-reading ability in two choral-conducting classes. These

two intact groups of students were selected and given a pretest,

midtest, and posttest taken at three-week intervals to test their

score-reading ability, and then the Visual-Aural Pitch-Error Detec-

tion Program was administered to Group A and Group B at different

times. Each group was required to work through the program in ten

sessions lasting three weeks. Each work session was thirty minutes

in length, giving a total of five hours of practice in the prepared

programmed drill materials.

Subjects

Subjects in the study were fifty-four choral-conducting

students at North Texas State University School of Music. In

addition eighteen second-semester harmony students participated

in the pilot studies during the development of the Pitch-Error

Detection Program.
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Data Analysis

The data from the three testing sessions were subjected to the

following statistical procedures: (1) the means and mean differ-

ences for all measures of Group A and Group B were computed and

compared for the pretest to midtest, for the midtest to posttest,

and for the pretest to posttest; the means and mean differences

were computed and compared for Group A between the pretest and

midtest and for Group B between the midtest and posttest; and (2)

the simple analysis of covariance was selected as the test of

significance for the differences between the means of Group A

and Group B which were computed from the pretest, midtest, and

posttest results.

Restatement of the Hypotheses

Two college choral-conducting classes were classified as Group

A (experimental, then control group) and Group B (control, then

experimental group), and the following conditions were observed:

a. A test of pitch-error detection ability, the Pitch-Error

Detection Test, was administered to the combined groups three times,

with three-week intervals separating the second and third adminis-

tration after the pretest;

b. Between Test I and Test II, members of Group A completed

during out-of-class hours a self-instructional program designed to

improve pitch--error detection ability;

c. Between Test II and Test III, the members of Group B

completed during out-of-class hours the same self-instructional

program.
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Then the following hypotheses were posed:

1. Students in Group A would show a significant mean gain in

performance on the Pitch-Error Detection Test from Test I to

Test II.

2. Students in Group B would

Test I to Test II.

3. Students in Group B would

in performance on the Pitch-Error

Test III.

4. Students in Group A would

Test II to Test III.

5. No significant difference

show no significant gain from

show a significant mean gain

Detection Test from Test II to

show no significant gain from

would be found between the mean

gains made by Group A between Tests I and II and those made by

Group B between Tests II and III.

6. No significant difference would be found between the mean

gains made by Group A between Tests I and III and those made by

Group B between Tests I and III.

Results

The following results are based upon the statistical procedures

reported in Chapter IV:

Analysis I: An analysis of covariance yielded a non-significant

F-value for the magnitude of change between Group A and Group B

from the pretest to the midtest administrations of the Pitch-Error

Detection Test.
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Analysis II: An analysis of covariance yielded a non-significant

F-value for the magnitude of change between Group A and Group B from

the midtest to the posttest administrations of the Pitch-Error Detection

Test.

Analysis III: An analysis of covariance yielded a non-significant

F-value for the magnitude of change which the Pitch-Error Detection

Test measured between the pretest and midtest scores of Group A as

compared with the midtest and posttest scores of Group B.

Analysis IV: An analysis of covariance yielded a non-significant

F-value for the magnitude of change in the scores of Group A and Group

B from the pretest to the posttest administrations of the Pitch-Error

Detection Test.

Conclusions and Implications

In examining the data collected in the course of this study and

in considering the purposes and results of the study, the following

general conclusions and implications are suggested:

1. Pitch-error detection ability, as measured by the Pitch-

Error Detection Test, can be taught effectively to student choral

conductors by programed instruction utilizing visual-aural materials.

Even though Hypothesis One was rejected, Group A (experimental group)

indicated significant gain at the .02 level and nearly reached sig-

nificance at the .01 level. Group B (experimental group for

Hypothesis Three), however, did not improve sufficiently to accept

the third hypothesis at the .01 level of significance. Group B

showed no statistically significant gain from Test II to Test III

but indicated some signs of practical improvement by individuals.
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There were some conditions that might have improved the results

of this study. The amount of time spent by each student on the

program apparently was one of the variables deserving consideration.

Several students requested more time to go through the programmed

drill materials. An area of study which might prove valuable would

be a correlational study between the amount of time spent on the

programmed drill materials and the differences in individual gains

in pitch-error detection ability. This idea implies that the present

study would have shown better results if the subjects had been re-

quired to increase the amount of listening time with additional drill

sessions.

2. Pitch-error detection ability, as measured by the Pitch-

Error Detection Test, is a .competency that can be improved during

the first-year or second-year choral-conducting class. Even though

Hypothesis Two was statistically retained, Group B (control group)

showed a mean gain of 1.40 between Test I and Test II which was

approximately one-third of the mean gain Group A (experimental

group) had attained between Test I and Test II while using the

programmed drill materials. Group A (control group for Hypothesis

Four) did not improve significantly from Test II to Test III;

therefore, Hypothesis Four was retained. Group A reacted logically

from Test II to Test III by showing very little improvement when

it was no longer using the programmed drill materials.

The results of Group B (control group in Hypothesis Two) suggest

an interesting implication. Test I seems to have served as a learning
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experience for the group, providing it with considerable direction

in its study prior to taking the programmed course. The group

learned early how to answer the test items, thus creating possible

test interaction. More investigation needs to be done in an effort

to determine the amount of retention that was carried over from

one test to the other.

There were two other conditions that might have helped improve

the results. First, if the programmed drill materials had been

lengthened to include more than the seventy-two program items, a

possible testing interaction might have been avoided. A second

condition that needs consideration is the use of individual tape

recorders. In the present study each student could not have an

individual tape recorder for instant replay when programmed drill-

material mistakes were not readily perceived. This situation

prohibited immediate reinforcement for those individuals who

needed to go back and check the last example.

3. The total magnitude of change for both groups of first-

year and second-year choral-conducting students indicated that

the groups improved their pitch-error detection ability almost

identically. Even though the null hypothesis was accepted for

Hypothesis Five, Group B (experimental group for Hypothesis Five)

did not improve between Tests II and III as much as Group A between

Tests I and II. In Hypothesis Six the total mean differences for

both groups from Test I to Test III were almost negligible. Group

A yielded a mean gain of 3.50, while Group B yielded a mean gain
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of 3.43 for a total mean difference of .07. This difference was

as expected and indicated that both groups were taken from the

same or a siLilar population. This result indicated that both

choral-conducting classes, which were two intact groups of

supposedly unequal abilities, reacted similarly to the Pitch-

Error Detection Test and the Pitch-Error Detection Program.

In practical terms this study implies that pitch-error

detection ability is a competency that can be taught and that

this skill is learned through continued practice with self-

instructional drill materials.
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PITCH-ERROR DETECTION TEST
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Test Itern N0. 10

onow

- ~ -- -IMI

AmJ t irersn ooer. eontr Ieh Ard 4 -1 Q 1

A -

And tieeA -m6t - er.. couViq-tillye've6ArJ o1 a - 0
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Test em N#iII

(4100". n.

On our mead ow thecew Does noffaII In t n

p IAI-kl 

*J

On our mead-owsThe dew Lloes foe Io In me morn,

- 1- An

Test Ite, No. 12

hear us,_.. Ho Lord,

&

A

7T

An - tho-Obnip

A
ear U5 iq Lori

ear US/O - or,

em

kear us,/ tio -.q

___ (T Ir

rl aw fho , Hi

or ,
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Test Item N0
N200

Attheisi that walkthe eartl.

At tIe 4 s that walk tke. earth.

Atfe 4si t 1t walk fi e 1k.

At 11 -14 hot walk lfe ertII.

Test Item No.14-

It 1 j I i I ?m

flttrue love hea rl f.41thavehisB jut ef Aamle oneAi~r a*4i-oer qi I/ en~

'rg elf F~

t1_tL- t~~~fjhEIt.JIIv ~B ui X. a~odre oWeqj~e

hr

S

A

T
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Tes Ite. N.15
o 2

Love is like,...... is like........ Q oto-o

Love is 1k4, is like a potoo

Lue i like e .Jie, IiI6* e t- po li 40.
K

.0

Lov e i s lke1 5 s e i6a 4-to.
-- I.- a

Lovs isliue, is like is liIe a po-i-tO.

1est Item N0o. 16

so ib au die -sem kin -ci - lein

so 9 ib ouch die-sem kin - Je - lein

jb uch die-sem Kin -de - lein

A

so
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Test Item N 0. 11

Sie$a GI pI~Ow 4M J- IIt wheN -t rs ste ceoCMlup-o. My siqkt

Ar.% reit rst .sIe IIea l up -on my siht

Sie waw oo an- tOI4 le - -i-L- whten it sie c1eaiup-on ,m sqld

Ak Ia)en 4rst .she9 ?Iereup -on0 1

Test Item NO.18

Tell Ier; wastes ter *me, Oawd meZ.-... That how she. kaus,

Tel er, i wastes her "liMe. anJ me,it fnow_____ she knows

T.I tie twastes her tlue a,,c me,............. Il o site knws,

T1 L ertioPwaiIs her tlne. ,4 ,

TP., Aer, Aft~afe~erte ie) - That ne it kow,

A
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L-fIeleab tAo ,de le eeL

L1 tle lamb who maJe tI1 ie

LtH& Icw-d.- ok moe fIeze

Test Item N. 20
a1 &

*or thfere WSo ro00 4frioew 11 ie ;nn.

fhere WaS no room 4 r iem in e inn.

4 oriiAereWsm no room for f71eM 1 e inn

4r &ilier4S Mno Om 4 6r i~V1h 1e ngq
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TEST EXAMPLE VALIDATION SHEETS
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PITCH ERROR DETECTION TEST
EXAMPLE VALIDATION SHEET

Numerical Ratings of Examples:

Usual Error 1 2 3 4 5 Rare Error

Rating of Examples

Nu ber 1 2 3 4 5

. 3 4 __ 1 1
2. 5 3 1
3. 3 2 2 2
4 --5 1 2 1
5. 1 2 1

4 1 2 2
7. 6

4 -14 J3 1 1
9. 3 3 2 1

10. 2 6 1
11. 2 J 1 2 1
12. 3 1 2
13. 1 2
14.
15. 1 3 2
16 1 4 5
17. 2 1 2
18. 33
19. 3 2 4
20. 1 1 2 4 1
21. 2 1
22. J 2 1
23. 2 1 1

[2 . "8 1
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PITCH ERROR DETECTION TEST
EXAMPLE VALIDATION SHEET

Numerical Ratings of Exaples:

Usual Error 1 2 3 4 5 Rare Error

Rating of Examples

Number 1 2 3 4 5

25. 1 2
26 2 1
27. 2 1 1
28 . -2 4
29. 2 1 1
30. 4
31. 4 1 1
32.
33. 4 1 1 2 1

35. 1 2 1
36 .4 2
37. 6 2 1
38 . -4 2
39. 6
0. 2 1
1 . 4 4 1
2. 8 1
43. 4 4

44. -2
5. 41

6 2 2 2
47, N 2
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Pro Lte N0.I

5 4 0 cndt rwmQ

Ahatlc .on-.cev J (d i n her WoM w O

-shetifa J Cofl etvjhim Is" h er womL a rni krfticJhhIMMn*
A** AS

she fh ah4donw-cei 4 him in her won..,. and srfhpv.
10S

she iietha Cn -eewd Im in her WOMb.. 0nd.....irfh9h;,.

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

donMeeivcJ him

s

T

rQ0 -. 2190mmko (
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Proram Item N0 .2
0 _ 0

Raft al- e an SonktEmme-ransein Vor-bitt as e - lait zu der e -WWi -

Ruff al -e an 54 0 kt Em-me-mn sein Vor4dtun.. ,e -l&et. zu cer e-wIqen

TL
Ruftl I onSant Eperanse~ Vo-hiturscj.Idat ere - wieqe

RT al-le an SaalnktEm- -m nein Vori# itins redel ZU Jere - - - - vi-jen

A. In what measure is the .error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

eA,) ~ Ude

4 f A41F
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Ptroqram TtemIio. 3

om eon arS
Some - where on eart

A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

some were on ecr

Sotne. - where on earti'i

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

-So me -where
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Pro ram Item N 0 .40

'10 A 11. r4oS

and bIe and r . . morn-i n 9o - ries

I I I r I A* ' 1 d

and Wihli eOn rked____ morn - inq (t- res

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

V - - ries

LP

A 10 AP E-3
tin

12
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Pror ramINm No.5

A
ESS Of M Ctt &0 : -ru os -

eSS-e Cr ou060 o-I r t 0 -C

Bkess-ed art ft&, onie1o rious Arme 64d1L kJoM,

Blez5 ecl art tb0 14 Onlhe10 -rious ~foe o 1y ii~ nq J1

BleSS -ed Qrtliio O te l0 - rioas fliosie af1Ir~ nc

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

- r4:

fh4 on the. 9Io -- 0 u
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Proq Itr N0 6i o Qm. em 0

Sho0 lm evmrone, SQ-om u -r F Ione, skA -O*l t64Ot,

Sho-lom ev -rq one, s IOm ev- ry.oe., sha- lo to qou

Shiomi evi-wrpome, shqIom etO 40U aeve I t emme
Ioo. 4ler I ---qwc

Sha- tr, k- tom eV- pte,41Q-0V..iO I

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

Shq - lon eV- -oneI shQ -

A

. _i I _..__._._ _

c 0?Ae

4V
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R'6 tei-NOJ(
0D

S acue .Us,' 0 our, God,.Save...'us, 0 our Gd

S v~us 0 our &cS~~u,0o ur&cl

Save. - Us, 0 our Cod, Save.... us,

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

iln I

oar

S

A

T

0 our God

AgsipwWwomomw
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Proqr. Item No. 8

Loes IieS rE ward re - warc$ec in re - warJ - inq,

Lives fi5e re - wcwJ re - word - eA0 IV) r - ward-,nl

LoveIs Ife&sre- ward, re -ward- eA in re - warI-i

Love'sif'red- Wdre- ard - I i re, - ad-in\

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

Loves Iife', re -ward
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Pr ram ItemiNM 9

s

A

C___

wh ere - ey .-er if t al.1

T

ONM0 (O IO e NA OG Ud I LM - -

You maq fnrowif out I Wie wi -Jw, it if roWS ere-ev-er ima qil.

yoQu j iiiroW it out tie win - dow , 6ut t mws ere-ev-er 014 {I

YOU ewayIfl 0 witdo, 6i t flo$we, Ye f Imaq;411

t~a Aa eo 114 iv bit if ow u 4ete ev-er w

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.
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Pro3 rcam ] em. fl0.10

Aie p ins come d! 0 1in Ioc1s, A fi mal tQIS s0ua l I L l 1e mvi-e

When e rains come down in loq.. AnJ t6e rmoun-fa spwt I nfe s L e Ici-

bJ hen the46 reQins come, AnA f$fe PIIOUN 4Qin5s ut}ike s L Mtak

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff' below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

A1en-A era is come

#moo,,________________________________________

4K

*W'

O In 75 r.mum
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Pro am Item N0.11:

qOur Strecms 4 10w &ee. Me, o 1J - ness,

qour stenes tow u 4  in ma, ho qic - fl8$,

qour am tlow +ree. In - le, 110 910J nesS,

our stains Ow ree. In -- e., no qiad - ness,

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

In - -mn,

AOP

no
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S

Jih Peet; Love a4lo1

ro r , Item No. 12

Lovei - es e L ove o-,oIe 1 In e. v-er pes- -In

e 1st fI re - spec Love Q - loj-. ii Rim is ev- er pleas- -1In 1

L\ve Te 1- & es J51 E. -s,,d L oa- Ion.i g;,v is ev-erp eGs - - E

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?_______

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staf' below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

A

T



Pry am T em No*13

IV_K And she broughrikhr-rfbr

And shie broulttort er 4irst born Son

A4 she LrouI er 4rst borri son

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

A1

er b at born Son. ..

97

S

A

T
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Proom Item No. 14
& 4)

Gvnt U&-i0 ye le oc o4  t 1  Sal- VQ -ton,

S 19 I

nt -~lb mPe t ie joq of 1 sal - va4ox,

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

.SQ
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Procpram Item NO. 15

AA

aI I

I Q ft {r tfese I- J-les 4ho4 mut be ooed QJ proqe;

'r, a: -I I

Cave not{Or iBse IQ -ckes W~o Mwst L 0eO o9J of pqe4

T ore not far lese I -ies wiho musf be Wooed wln Jprajel;

I Weae notKTor 'tese Ila - ies who must te woo edci d prord;

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

d~s bomu44 e
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Proya(m Tte 1 No. 16

S r f I-I
II-

WeJIve O -S0et "der Le- e

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

v

IW
odf

Le_ -

0.weeit
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Proq rm Item N.I 1'!

Sq the lieatdlcuy sur-round.J un -to tkee, n - to Tee

Bq ihe heaf doq stfr-round- ezi T 0 n q ool-ns no I tie

T

Bq Ie 18 f of doj sur-roaneJTo qeool- ness now I flee

Bf t4.he, CJmOf J0-1Lr rounf d To h eol-ess nAow I fee

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

1L.

thee, an - to thee



Pro rarn Item No$ 18

Ueepe.. 0

03Q

eqes, avd Lte4se

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff' below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

dot

102

A

It I ' I #-*- 70

WIpf. D ut D ~c4 esent
A-A

Ldeeemine, eqes ,anid tiot_____

U)eepFe. 0 Mine eqes ovdi eis
h d oowl"10 v - V

rioto

0U

A3/

u PF

02-W
owmmmft A

a / ense
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Pro ram. ltelr-NO. 19

Let tWork ap - pear un- -t t ser- vals,

idor - Er I - S I- I~

- W~ Qf (Ga" *PO-- P,

L work p-Pea run - l 14 1Ser- VatS,

4 L

Le f 'q work oa-p p~r un ~to tqser- MAs

L eft -Thvork ap - pear 'an io ser-UaI,

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

IL C V 40
-Af #T

I - -
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Pro m Item N. 20
S -

tl n 1 rM - Sei ite. a6setcpofm rj I00e.

ourn o mq- self iie ab-seiceP lmg love.

to mq-se1' tie. o -seoceo Ay loves,

Mourn _~__ 1 If6 ob -esece.m tm lo10e.

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff' below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly,

$AI-s 2

fto rNowse tAe
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Procrni Item 0No. 1

So- I I enj ten der en -Jeav o>-

Lost all mq ten-Aer enJ- cew - -
V\ IT

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

L0 1 OI m trfen-
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oI N0 22 0D
4, oiVA 5MTcPus. n

oo is eoI-us qU..c. Pow ca vnt...fho04a

tol i5h Tea ous- V ..... ecu t -4ROO

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

How dmW #hou,

S

A

T

MN

V-t

9% DO

NOWe

0*14.)
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s

F:
A-! 1~

0
lui8 I V voice

Pro ~ n 6 N t23 ___

P rC --L'O e r .

hn e e en woJ sflauqwt Mtivoce o1.jo0j, Anlie dtm-plin stream runs I auqh-i1

U iereeniwooJs Iau wId voe o{ j An-I-I I .' M (Wstreoawiruns Ia 9I

ieAen li 1enwo9 Iau we ice df6jo1, r rul IMU

A. In what measure is the error? Le PMW

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

o4 0 i
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PrO ram Tt "Nll2 4

Hereyrun-nil (ere run- ti fhe qi,+ L6 Lt- OMS MoeJ,

Here, run-nill, here r fi -1I.n J Ol -os

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

in t~ie.qI~ss IowveJd
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Pro ram .It N0.N 25

in ftq Iiqht Jo we see li0ht

hrtht, do we see

in Jo we see

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

do we see i7t
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Pro rrmIte-M N0 2

Oer flow ers all (h teor dropsfall,___

~~~ilZL.. rI FF 1___

lf tear crapsIS I _ _

O'er Plow- ers all IL1 tear - ropS 1d1.

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the
performed correctly.

total example is

t fear -drops falI,

S

A

T

-I _______

p 1 .
-

OV
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Procr ram em N0 .2

A

A-cjoki2ir( am A

BBtto10 what____ wht cecodrqrIamu t
W.--- Is-

Bu oh a coodcIgrI am

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

7) 'Jo

ooJ am

S

ro

w~

am
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Rrniro m emN O.2

S

A

T

k--- ,- - 1 sori.e

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

ri-

1(4I_ 6A-I -SA

/Ago%________

9 Wm - """ftwftftft.-
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Program ftem  No. 29
ho/@

S _ _

VO -lu" -f.

VO Iu n -A _

iVo -un -t tS.

==I-I I .I. - ....
it -un- ti S'

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice Dart is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is

performed correctly.

IA



Pro ,rarnItmi NO. 30
S -IQ

Te slep -erds sleep a -mom' ter skeep, P -; let e

A
The slep-i s sleep a -mom fier Aheep, Pii Ienf & lie,

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

Tie sleplierJs sleep - moJIew sheep,
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Pro am Item  N 31
@T--

dI itf an-'q b Iee LI k

an q be 1

aQ ;f q been ute

ha t a -q been i14 S he,

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

'I heen Iu se



Pro rt, moo NO. 32

Too ien- der 1abe tol.

s

n0year fI4oavtl or .see -i~ ilee, T0  tev d er fo be 101.

Too near f oUarffor seek-*r5 91 ee, Too ten der tf be oUi.

oInear Iitoi o4 r seek - t ee, T00  tei.. ler , be t01J.

To near a4ou a r s- i ifee, Too ten J-erit et

A. In what measure is the error?____

B. In what voice part is the error?____

C . Write cut the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.
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ProqmItorg oN.*33

J~~tt;I1qet awe ~Tmd .fte

~~d ae ;#!A qeaL M I d-;.di

A II I

A4eJtate wi;t'b 9 q2t Owe)Jo Mf Ied--fate
~ _ _ _

fe - ut*e wTh rt awe J10 1 yweJ-,I..fate

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

D _I
_IVI__

dMeA-

s

A

T

UtJ

0(Y
Aft 9

401O reat
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Program ite No. 34
A

l true love l m' qteta 4  I

ll&I Ieart L I- hve.

"7 a - I , r: ifQQ

A. In what measure is the error?_

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

m(liru e l ove LiaAft1 l Ieart
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Pro rcim Iterm. N0. 35

T uI1 tke couse e - i pros - per;

TkouIg the cause of e - v pros- per

Th 9h the caue e. -e1 pro P _ _

o I e eause oI e - VI pr er

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

t+ e



Pro q ITem No. 36

oi sic euAch bI - {e{ e n

A. In what measure is the error?____

B. In what voice part is the error?____

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

obScl Aa~

120
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Proy . ftrn No. 37

Tt we maq ap - plq our Iearfs un- to Wis- Jm.

Af

. -p - plq our k ecrf am' to wis Jcam.

-H4 ff L

fIatf op - plq ou ueafs um - to wis- Jos.

.IA__

we rPa OP - ph1  our IeovfS u -d.

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

(MI 
0 l 

CIOM.
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Pro ray Item No.38

141Teze were Ioi'- ourecl ;g f ie.r qe)2- er - c - o, ,!

were Iiov , oure! \i {Iehr 4e- er - a lM

RI)These were h4 -ouren Ter qe - er - a- fio&0S,L-L I

gil tese were. Iu- -oured ;r qen) - er a - a s

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly..

P11, fhiese were-
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ProqramIte No.39
S IIL I J IcI_ _ _ _

0 tbooeostreous .Fct-

0 tiq mod qraeious FQ *oIe

0 , mo 4 cgra eous Fa - terfQ, MOJ gqraious ~ C

A. In what measure is the error?____

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

V DL
IL

I v

IJ DIft
,.-*L Vt I V

p LL

CIOUS



L24

Lr gam Ie1.f j0o 4-0wiiT0& kJS

Tu te..fF 1muof 3 tL qleat S;1#T j

A. -SI II I I I

Twe Iq muL- siCr1o+t q4Lhert S1441-tiiq yjL1 4A aNs 4 sJ sor S.Iro

A A

Tue.4 VM-S1'c.6 Aea 5-t i 101W 4 o s -dN

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

TunZ~ R14 so M~-.Sj keart,
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Prorn Itemr-N o. 440O(O ( 9

A _AP

ye tears Orii 4WYe tears e ..t

Y. +ears{.1..1.... Y.......ars, 4orf -A--

Ye tears, +orria ., teV4jAO u!

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

IV YrIt _

cd4r OIFL e
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Proqr a N 42

se -e-

AZ A

See-esk,, e 10 . w, Ili ____ -p h

ere _______-

HeM te M-(OWM srikes er sli a rot her sJl ,tcj

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

SInse ks her- m 5 ro#



Pro oM Item-No A3

his dear' cwtd mibe ie eon- not miss,

A _ _ _

ear iv4 he e am ot iss

I i I!t dscear 4 vt; i e w not miss,

0  s lear On e e eas- # 40is

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

7312

old ~;s ear
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Proqr- IemiN N0. L44

S _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _

________ _______ _______mak - rncjbolJ,

-H e a4e-fnea--1f - u - q 64 - Ing-i 60

-sfraiqf u 4..- -k - 01
P Z-'

He.li ,naVi ivicj- kid,1

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total examDle is
performed correctly.

1 mIIIt wAL
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Pro Th N0 45

E- ier naI P1  iQe rner~ - ~ up-on um
E~ir - na! P-tIhave rner - ctej up -on as,

E -Jiwr- nctl R nMer- e UpoP6 us

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

V D~

I i in

E -ter.. t
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ro r if No46

,1CI &Z

fle non- seAlse now al #en 5 se1 --A.-

awl

]ifl d-te no.n- sen ow QiJ le# Is re-is .... Ie Wis-e

14e Aon- 5eSe now caJ Ievi is re)-iLeliC,U ws.
lol7r. ' _ __ _ __ _ __ _

-40T e

kU& rw se- sebse &ow d e1

A. -In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

.0-0O_

s

A

T

03 -S e ... e wIii



ro ram m N0. 47

131

r

h S b- Me bare Babe, dl mor - tal bae ere-

+ C t M. barea!ereeIn

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

............

--- 405
-.-l . --- A%

At A A #aIQ

ILVII
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Pro am Itm NO.1-8

S LILII-- I .

S end, V reV -er e d-

Love. I'sIie'S efid, ________

Love 1 1,5 e eIs Ml'

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

01ed f ut iev- aer eviL;,c
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s

A

--l--- I-----L
|ln he ui Y

ra r49m 4

She meta s(I - or all on Ier-. watj,So I pdbe e
__ _ __ _ __dWdat e o

She et a sa| - or all on her wOqSo I p at -tion

Ske net a sail or all on her 'waqS -P-aftetto,ShI 31bf -Ads ISWol oiAr oIpi dtreo

A. In what measure is the error?
B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.
D. Follow the score above as the total exaeole is

performed correctly,

1 -4

.. . . ....



s

A

A)

Pro rm rt m NO. 0

Not M I b ht lueBut .. dark eaA *L I e

4F All II I H t

A. In what measure is the error?_______

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the starf' below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

107

--3 1 -1
L-J r

blup,_... But ear ,
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Pro con ItemNo. 51
SD

A Ae1 1

L.L - r- I-

-7 ---

IowU mj is 4oeh..n

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

% 'heQd
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Proqrw Ifem N 0 .52

6te-v l I k5sd fihe m11 - ers du4 - ter.

A

B f6_.sream I kiss fe_ e l a udfe c

T ~ ~ ~ f a .I |M||1 -A-, ,a 
.

B, Ae Fstrew I kr 's fie tU- _er dLai --te

B e11 sfreoam I kS J fA ril/ er's Aq* -er.

A. .In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error9

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total examDle is
performed correctly.

' _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-I kssd The ,m.uI -ers dti-fer
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Pr tmNo 53
701/

Such as did bear rule In helr dkli"o s4O MeM re-nwn-d4

-LL I ----------

$udi as did bear rule 1 Ihe I - d 5  m e .

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. ollow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

n_ _-_ _ _ _ _Ii r" oi T
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ro ram em 0.9Pr~rrnItriNo.54

Of t Ik 1e wII yOut of flisde f Me hIl

O/ te. rMIlk A 'the. while Out~o k

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?____

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

- .mm .. I I IdI. 1

- Mi i M i li iII|| 1 I

oat,||out
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PopIt No 55

0- ah -ele-u o-i - Iu-
/ aI IjOE

(14/-le-1"14'I
1

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total examDle is
performed correctly.

I

10-
- YOOE I l

m 
lu



ro wriTt6  N0.56

Come ul me, u' -der ruij e at I e ildrn t iI0! kml Ik 44ea

1.4. 1 L r _K i rI r- I
Vq co tFw.IdI rwZ oI iIIOip.i Iko~ of

Come aVIIIme tuA-dernM,'coat f dwe w11 Ic/rlkdOUVf4 IlIOf i& 4tk Ume.J*te

A. I wha mesureisAhe eror
B. n hatvoce ar isth1eror

C.Wrt ot h icrrctiteva nrhesaf blw
DFollwtefcr aoeastetoalxaleierromed corectly(2.We ldainv 14k

Im

-- PO

C IAkne. 1dUpse - der ml !a
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P OInrw I tmn o.57 C 9

is t r"-Ian -m- r

P11wte.,whomak___a__ 0 d-- 0

100--7- D0J2Ru hinA 1 tr ~-tjadcood

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

Thincjs ttns4 irt

S

A

T
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Pro rctm Its N0.58

A -F''

flnd am like1 e- Thee. more an m I 0ke Ioe we
F ~ F

fl d am like t bove lree morea M4 am Ljket 1 0ofelM
RnJ mJ1;ke-1cIlove nore, a001i l mvflreeotoeAfe~e

m like- ovefreefe, ai Am like.+reM

flrd wam lk e fo lov6re e. nref and ami like 1lt .#reioe

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly..

Ttreere44d i0#1l| k
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Pro^Ite N 59
E ter ne t 4 &ood-.oess Ju ro

&aJ-leS, cl- tver uAs 0 4  - vi,

A. In what measure is the error?____

B. In what voice n art is the error"

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

U-I X- et.

kf7 errom e-
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Proqrcy J tem No.60

Lor, Ma ke. nme a n -tru - v ejt o Lp

Lord make me an IM- stra -oMe el o .apecae-e

L04 vwake ,si aO in- stru-t ,e~ 2P peoeor make.Me or)1A - Aa- 5QMM 6 f eae601

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

A

K L
F

f ffN

M.. ztru-men
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Prop am tem No. 61

F m I k A I )

P n A r WO- l k

A f

mQn w- 54dandJ 4 IJ Be- 446 eA a -- nui e

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice Dart is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

eiiI Be4M104 4 .4



1 rnt ON6,22

lo, mq i

TO04 love, fmq liqhf it i4i m jo

TO 0/1,A 4

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff' below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is

performed correctly.

T-1

007 *Ah.
x lift

V-+

jolip

S

A

Tr

.146
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Program ItemN o. 63

2)__re-_ S 4VPre.- AOUS

A1 AO

O jre. - e;oLs, PreC. -Cou5

- LI e_ _ _

I4 w pe.- d OaS, flow pre - t0oS

HOW pe - aIOUs, IIOu) g - 4O S

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly..

NOW pre - ous
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rorm ItemNo* 64I

I t

s et mu sicl well set tk ftmU..S1c

MCtI1bsic, Well se+l.10) Au-~s
I t If - NL

At___________________________________

set -f PH$L -u C toeI se to y)44- si'C,

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly..

e+U sic
I

S

A

; . -A , , , -t . 4 , - , -
- -- - WMINWORKWMAN !I'll 1.



ro qw item . 65

a 4  pecr tse-4ore swine.

Spear eore. StIe
000-

earls Ie - 6

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example isperformed correctly

peo4s.. be -ore swime.

1.49

s

A

..........
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Proqra I

Dream ~a- Ione

D ream _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ _____

_ _ _ __I44)a4 n3

a -4 I .o . 1;n41-J

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

s

A

T

Dreawa ]one

0

Dedmm
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Prom ,te N0. 67

s

KOO a O. I 1

0?

E pliofeti kna. be.... cai e n Fe.lis -le i

S po et 0 kna e k sad -te Fes-hsew-de6ens

5 of(a Mk EsOc - 4E twi F s-ieA - CIe iS

A. In what measure is the error?____

B. In what voice part is the error?__

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.
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Proq rcm ItenN N0. 68

0 e _ ___er o SIV I0j a I'

Gve a en -ier Voice

&ave. ThE. Sui c teia- ler uoice.

Ga09e(Iek Ichrr

Qgo fie e. suclii -lew Jer MOIe

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

&&ve Tee. suel
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Proqr p TJtevn N0of

Lirf) ar aIpe rw osr OvLii
P6 4 IV-

Left work ap - pear un - - ser- tts,

A. In what measure is the error?____

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staffs below.

D. 'ollow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

Ef

L et i work a earp
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ProQr Mv1 I3 ew No, 10

JLo in 1%. dwak 4 5-Ieit qrave WLAen.. we. Ivee. w d-J al our waqs,

AL

l 0 in fiAe, da;u al s -fqrale, 1 Aen we. eo, -uw4er all our

e 4euf oe, UheM we. ltde WOu-JeJ al our w*s

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

wom-4erJ a our woqs
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Proq9raM Iter N0 .1

Tllter +tiC~t qoutc and s~i.s 0+o tie. tier qra-tess5p4

Telter -fka+s LIOL*IT...a4 sktuns1o hoe Lher cra- .es spJ

9a.3a p

Tl her #1at a4oM M s~gas4 Iove, Jer f4 a

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff' below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

Tell her I1h'S i~f oi
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U n- -ler le qreen-wood tre. t1 0Vest he w me

LW cler f6 creem- wootree ho 5to lie, wi

LJ4 - Jer f.t e qreen-wo6d tree. wo loves t le otli e,,

Un - Jet . qreen-woJ te.. w0  Jve.,i lie. wd

A. In what measure is the error?

B. In what voice part is the error?

C. Write out the incorrect interval on the staff below.

D. Follow the score above as the total example is
performed correctly.

Eta

0005
p e

N.

040 lie
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